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HDR Photography Photo Workshop (Wiley's Photo Workshop Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Expand your artistic vision with HDR photography

By artfully blending multiple exposures, you can create images with incredible detail, photos that mimic fine paintings, surrealistic imagery — once you understand the process, your options are virtually endless. This book explains the tools you need to get started and how to create...
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Cybercrime: Criminal Threats from Cyberspace (Crime, Media, and Popular Culture)Praeger Publishers, 2010

	This book is an outstanding contribution to the interdisciplinary series on Crime, Media, and Popular Culture from Praeger Publishers. Because of the pervasiveness of media in our lives and the salience of crime and criminal justice issues, we feel it is especially important to provide a home for scholars who are engaged in innovative and...
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Molecular Imaging: FRET Microscopy and Spectroscopy (Methods in Physiology Series)Academic Press, 2005

	The detection and measurement of the dynamic interactions of proteins within the living cell are critical to our understanding of cell physiology and pathophysiology. With FRET microscopy and spectroscopy techniques, basic and clinical scientists can make such measurements at very high spatial and temporal resolution. But sources of...
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R Machine Learning By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Understand the fundamentals of machine learning with R and build your own dynamic algorithms to tackle complicated real-world problems successfully


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the concepts of machine learning through exciting real-world examples
	
		Visualize and solve complex problems...
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PHP in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Now installed on more than 20 million Internet domains around the world, PHP is an undisputed leader in web programming languages. Database connectivity, powerful extensions, and rich object-orientation are all reasons for its popularity, but nearly everyone would agree that, above all, PHP is one of the easiest languages to...
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Core JSPPrentice Hall, 2000
In recent years, a large amount of software development activity has migrated from the client to the server. The client-centric model, in which a client executes complex programs to visualize and manipulate data, is no longer considered appropriate for the majority of enterprise applications. The principal reason is deployment—it is a...
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Analysis and Control of Nonlinear Process Systems (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2004
Almost all process systems are nonlinear in nature. Nonlinear control is traditionally an area of interest in process systems engineering which is of great practical importance. These facts notwithstanding, many process engineers have difficulty with the paradigms and results of modern nonlinear control theory because they lack the mathematical...
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Pinnacle Studio 9 Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Covering the popular video editing and DVD authoring software that is used by 3.5 million users, "Pinnacle Studio 9 Ignite!" is a visual guide that will have you up and running in no time. With the many enhancements of Pinnacle Studio 9, this book is not only suitable for beginners, but also for users of Pinnacle looking to brush up on...
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Joomla! 1.5 Template DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Using Joomla! Templates with HTML and CSS allows you to give a unique look and feel to your site, present a "fresh face" to your pre-existing content, ensure that your site design is consistent with your brand, and build a site layout that suits your unique needs. A quality web site is easily within your grasp using these cutting-edge...
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Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services Recipes: for Designing Expert ReportsWrox Press, 2010

	Learn to design more effective and sophisticated business reports


	While most users of SQL Server Reporting Services are now comfortable designing and building simple reports, business today demands increasingly complex reporting. In this book, top Reporting Services design experts have contributed step-by-step recipes for creating...
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JavaScript for Kids: A Playful Introduction to ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		JavaScript is the programming language of the Internet, the secret sauce that makes the Web awesome, your favorite sites interactive, and online games fun!

	
		JavaScript for Kids is a lighthearted introduction that teaches programming essentials through patient, step-by-step examples paired with funny illustrations....
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Web Design in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2001

	Web Design in a Nutshell, 2nd Edition contains the nitty-gritty on everything you need to know to design Web pages. It's an excellent reference for HTML 4.01 tags (including tables, frames, forms, color, and cascading style sheets) with special attention given to browser support, platform idiosyncrasies, and standards. You'll also...
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